SIBOS

Risk and
reward

Accuity’s global head of strategic
affairs, Dr Henry Balani, has warned
that: “Allowing derisking to continue
unfettered is like living in a world where
some airports don’t have the same
level of security screening – before
long the consequences will be disastrous
for everyone.” But meanwhile it’s making
life tough for middle market operators,
says Tom Golding, MD of Risk and
Compliance at Accuity.
“Let’s take a live example. Say you’re
a financial service based in Australia
and remitting back to India for migrant
workers who want to send money
home to their families. As a remittance
business, you have to hold relationships
with other correspondent banks to
manage that transfer of money. But
the banks say the business is going to
be high risk because it’s a lot of little,
low-volume payments in a country where
the bank cannot get a good sense of
who these individuals that you’re
remitting to are. That remittance
company might have gone through all its
clearance checks, trying to do the right
thing, but the banks take a view based

Tom Golding, MD of Risk and Compliance
for Accuity, considers the worrying decline
in correspondent banking relationships
and what can be done to reverse the trend
US president Donald Trump’s
presence at the G20 summit in
Hamburg this summer might
have dominated the TV news, but
inside the conference, something
else was getting headline attention
from finance ministers.

The decline in the number of
correspondent banking relationships since
the global financial crisis has occurred
at an alarming pace. And it poses two big
issues for the world economy. A limit on
the ability to send and receive international
payments could negatively impact trade;
just as worrying, it could drive such
payments underground, threatening
the stability of financial systems.
Ironically, one of the contributing
factors to what Accuity estimates
to be a 25 per cent fall in the number of
correspondent banking relationships
between 2009 and 2016 is tighter
regulation designed precisely to prevent
that from happening.
A correspondent bank is one that
conducts activities, such as third-party
payments, cross-border and clearing
services on behalf of another bank.
Their role is crucial to emerging markets
in particular.
Accuity, whose mission is to protect
the reputation of payments and
compliance professionals with a portfolio
of regtech and data solutions, blames the
downward trend in these relationships
largely on derisking strategies adopted
by US and European banks.
In one of the first of many such reports
to emerge this year highlighting threats
to correspondent banking, it found that
increased regulatory risk and higher due
diligence costs were contributing factors.
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It pointed to the total anti-money
laundering penalties paid by banks,
which peaked at $10billion in 2014.
“At this level, the threat to banks of
doing business in higher risk nations
potentially outweighs the benefits of
providing services to their clients in these
regions, even if there may be good
business opportunities to pursue,” it said.
The findings were based on analysis of
settlement data collected through
Accuity’s payments solution, Bankers
Almanac for Payments, between 2009 and
2016, which looked at the number of
bank branches, headquarters and
correspondent banking relationships,
covering around 29,000 banks in 238
countries or regions.
But compliance and the associated
penalties are not the only reasons that
banks are reducing their number of
correspondent relationships.

The need to rebalance

As a
correspondent
banker, you need
to be able to trust
what the picture
is telling you

According to the Financial Stability
Board, which presented its concerns
to the G20 leaders this summer,
industry consolidation, reduced
profitability, changing risk appetites of
correspondent banks as well as more
stringent regulations related to antimoney laundering, combatting the
financing of terrorism and sanctions,
are all playing a part
Whatever’s driving it, the impact is
becoming clear. The vacuum left by
financial institutions in the West is being
filled by those in the East, notably from
China; and businesses in regions most
affected by derisking are now struggling
to access global financial systems. There
are macro and micro implications.

on the top-line factors. If the cost for
them of doing the proper due diligence
is just too high, they can’t get the margin
– and so the message is ‘if you cannot
make our margin, you cannot go after
the business.”
There is an antidote to this, believes
Golding, and it’s through automation.
“By automating you achieve better risk
assessment around the know your
customer (KYC) process at a lower price
because you can answer the questions ‘who
am I doing business with?’, ‘can I do this
business?’ and ’should I do this business?’
more accurately’,” he says. “We have to
look at different ways of presenting the
risk picture – and that means in a more
automated and consistent manner.

A global threat:
The number of
correspondent banking
relationships have
declined by 25 per
cent, says Accuity
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SIBOS
Screening:
A clearer view
reduces risk
and cost

“Banks need to understand a business
well enough to judge the effectiveness
of its controls and be able to adjust the
risk assessment accordingly. Taking the
Australian example, if they can quickly
understand that remittance business
and who the person is, their risk is going to
be much lower.
“As a correspondent banker,
I need to be able to trust what the picture
is telling me and through the automation
of data you can get to that point.”
The company will be rolling out the
first of such solutions at Sibos.
“We’ve been working on a number of
innovations around our financial crime
compliance screening, financial
counterparty KYC and payments portfolios,”
says Golding. “They are aimed at

Our solutions anticipate
regulatory requirements, increase
productivity and ultimately reduce cost
anticipating regulatory requirements,
making firms ‘regulator-ready’, increasing
productivity and ultimately reducing the
cost of compliance.”
The new solutions build on Accuity’s
core payments, and risk and compliance
software portfolios – including financial
counterparty KYC data and tools from its
flagship Bankers Almanac brand – to give
greater vertical and horizontal clarity on
exactly who is in the payments chain.
Among the bundle of products being
released this year will also be advanced
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counterparty risk management to identify
sanctions risk – a particularly opaque area
of compliance where nested counterparties
can result in unexpected reputational
damage by association.
The Sibos release coincides with news of
Accuity’s collaboration on blockchain
initiative R3/Corda and follows key
investment in its innovation team this year
with a string of appointments, including
new head Neela Das, and key staff in its
hubs in Europe, Chicago and Singapore.
“Our regtech solutions automate
compliance screening for an end-to-end
traceable view to show compliance policy
in action to regulators,” explains Golding.
“We have also unified our ownership data
with relationship data and risk data for KYC.
“Machine learning and industry
benchmarking also increases productivity
and reduces the risk of false positive results
(FPR) in screening which results in fewer
investigations – one tier-one client has
seen its FPR rate fall significantly. This,
together with the reduced risk of fines and
failed payments, also greatly reduces cost.”
n For further information about
the report go to https://accuity.com/
resources/ derisking-demisecorrespondent-banking- relationshipsresearch-report-accuity/
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